
100 Days until Rio+20!  
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil 13-22 June 2012 

 

Women's priorities for a sustainable and equitable 
world! 

In just 100 days, world leaders will gather together for the United Nations Conference on 
Sustainable Development in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil -- to make commitments for securing a 
sustainable future.  

Referred to as Rio+20, the conference comes 20 years after the historic Earth Summit of 
1992, which set the framework for sustainable development; with its 3 dimensions: 
environmental, social and economic and with a strong role for women as confirmed in Rio 
Principle 20! 
  
What is Rio+20? 
The United Nations Conference on Sustainable Development is taking place in Rio from the 
20-22 of June 2012, preceded by a preparatory meeting from the 13-15 June.  Rio+20 
marks the 20th anniversary of the United Nations Conference on Environment and 
Development (UNCED), which was also held in Rio in 1992 (as well as the 40 years 
anniversary of the 1972 Stockholm Summit and the 10th anniversary of the 2002 
Johannesburg Summit). 
  
The Conference will host high level political and civil society representatives and is aimed at 
renewing commitments made at the past summits on sustainable development, and will 
have its focus on two main issues: A green economy in the context of poverty eradication 
and an institutional framework for sustainable development. 
  
For more information on the Conference, please visit the UNCSD Website: 
www.uncsd2012.org 
  
Rio+20 is an opportunity for women around the world to let our political leaders 
know what or priorities are. 
  
Why is Rio+20 important for Women? 
In the Rio Declaration (1992) it is recognized that "Women have a vital role in 
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environmental management and development. Their full participation is therefore essential 
to achieve sustainable development."  
  
Although women throughout the world are key actors in maintaining the sustaining 
livelihoods and welfare of their families and communities, and in making a transition to a 
more equitable and sustainable world, twenty years after the first Rio conference, great 
social and economic inequities still remain. These inequities especially affect women and 
children, who make up the majority of those living in poverty.   
  
Rio+20 is a major chance to ensure that our demands are recognized by governments and 
policymakers and that remaining gaps in the implementation of the outcomes of the major 
summits on sustainable development can be assessed and acted upon. 
  
Key demands for Rio+20 
The key priorities from the Women's Major Group include:   
  
1. Human and women's rights as a cornerstone of all agreements in Rio+20 
2. Poverty eradication as the basis for sustainable development 
3. Gender equality as a basis for all agreements in Rio+20 
* Halt land grab and assure food sovereignty 
* Halt irreversible damage - nuclear/uranium/extraction/chemicals 
* Redistribution of wealth and access to energy and resources for women 
* Women's sexual and reproductive rights and health 
* Women's economic rights - e.g. land tenure 
* Human and women's rights assured in all new Sustainable Development Goals 
* Gender criteria for new institutional structure for sustainable development  
* Gender criteria for financial global instruments 
  
Concrete recommendations for the Rio+20 policy documents which Governments are 
negotiating are:  

 Gender parity in institutions responsible for sustainable development 
 Gender aims, targets and indicators for Sustainable Development Goals 
 Access to sustainable energy services, natural resources and funds for women 
 Global Social Protection Floor which will particularly benefit women, who remain the 

majority of those living in poverty   
 UN High Commissioner for Future Generations 
 Independent technology assessment and monitoring organization to protect women 

and children from negative health and social-economic effects of high-risk 
technologies 

For further information on women's priorities for sustainable development for Rio+20, 
please visit the official Women's Major Group site.  
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What Can You Do? 
The Women's Major Group, is preparing for Rio+20 and advocating for ambitious outcomes 
which represents the diversity of women's priorities and which demands from political 
leaders to achieve gender equality and social and environmental justice to secure a 
sustainable future for all.  

 

  

 

1. Answer the Global Women Rio+20 Survey 

There are crucial questions we need your input on! For example:  

- Have you seen progress in your country/area over the past 20 years 
(since the 1992 Earth Summit)? 
- Do you think women's groups in your country are engaged by 
policymakers on sustainable development? 
- What are your priorities for Rio+20? 
  
Ensure your perspectives help shape advocacy in Rio! Answer the 
survey, share it with your colleagues & peers 
 
Click to Take Survey... 

  

 

2. Sign the Global Women Rio+20 Policy Paper 

In order to show your commitment and support for a successful 
outcome of Rio+20, you are welcome to sign the Women's Position 
Statement for Rio+20, which was officially submitted to the United 
Nations, no matter if you are a member of an (international) 
organization or an individual person.  
 
Click to Sign the Policy Paper... 
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3. Take part in Women's Major Group Activities and 
Preparation for Rio+20 

Join our Policy advocacy Women Rio+20 Steering Committee, send a 
request to wecf@wecf.eu 

Also, you could: Organize your own Women Rio+20 event in your 
country; Take part in our events at the Rio+20 - testimonies, 
presentations of good practices etc. Contact the 'Organizing Partners' 
of the Women's Major group today to start a dialogue!   
  
Click for Contact Details... 

  

 

4. Join Online Community 
 
A space for sharing and discussing views and perspectives  from 
women around the world as we move along the road to Rio+20 in June 
2012. Share your plans, events, blogs, photos, videos...and keep up to 
date with the latest news from the Women's Major Group!  
 
Click to Join... 

  

 

5. Go Social!  
Join in the conversation! Follow updates from the Women's Major 
Group on Facebook and Twitter @Women_Rio20. Use the hashtags 
#FutureWeWant & #RioPlus20!  
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